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Sponsor/Donor Spotlight
This is a very tough choice; we have so many
people, organizations, and businesses to thank.
Where do we begin? This month we would like
to begin with sister services in our community,
Hawthorn Court (Memory Care) Senior Living
Community in Ahwatukee and The Village at
Ocotillo Senior Living Community in Ocotillo,
both are SRG Senior Living Communities.
Amanda Sprenger, director of Sales and
Marketing for Hawthorn Court, suggested that
"Thank you to Amanda, Jose,
she and Susan McCuskey, director of Sales and
and Susan for providing
Marketing for The Village at Ocotillo, provide
sandwiches for our Welcome
sandwiches for the Community Welcome Back
Back Party in October".
Party. Her imagination and enthusiasm for the
work we do at NWC prompted the very successful party we just had in October. The
organizations that provide services that NWC cannot provide to our community play a
very important role for us. They give us all choices in our ability to live life to the fullest.
They provide funding through advertising and sponsorship. They provide cookies and
refreshments for our office volunteers and staff. They encourage us by sharing our
vision and mission in the community. Thank you SRG Senior Living Communities for
the kind and helpful support you provide as Friends of Neighbors Who Care.
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Neighbors Who Care needs YOU!
by Eric Ehst, Executive Director, Neighbors Who Care
You’ve probably noticed that the last several issues of the Care Connection
newsletter have been delivered late. You should also have noticed the new format:
color pictures, glossy paper, more pages. Increasing printing costs for the old
format, black and white newsletter forced us to find a new printer. Since we
had to make a change, the board of directors decided that we should go to color
printing and a larger more professional format in keeping with our growth as an
organization. Our struggles to find a new printer who could do the job on time at a
reasonable cost have led to the late deliveries. We are especially embarrassed that
the last issue, advertising our October Welcome Back Party, wasn’t delivered until
after the party took place.
Eric Ehst
Executive Director

Stats for All
Services per
Fiscal Year 2012-2013
Volunteers – 461
Clients – 600
Hours – 18,476
Miles – 137,434
Occasions – 18,882

Our Mission
The comfort of home
and the dignity of
independence; at
Neighbors Who Care,
community volunteers
help the elderly live
at home.

Our Vision
The elderly are able
to live at home for as
long as feasible with
pride, dignity, and
independence.

While we have had trouble getting the newsletters printed and mailed on
time, the new format, with clearer print, high-quality color pictures, and more
information has received great revues from many of our supporters. Even more
important, local businesses, community groups, and potential funders have
taken notice. The new look newsletter is proving to be highly valuable as a tool
for outreach to new clients needing our help, to recruit new volunteers, and to
educate the community about the value and professionalism of NWC. In addition
to expanding our mailing list (currently 5,835), we are printing extra copies to
hand out to the public.
At NWC we work very hard to maximize the value of your hardearned donations. We don’t just pinch pennies; we make
them “scream”. As I’ve reported before, because of pennypinching and use of volunteers, we return $3 in value to the
community for every $1 you donate, more than almost
any other charity in existence. It was a hard decision
to spend a little more for a glossy color newsletter,
but we’ve kept the extra cost low and the difference
is being paid for by local businesses that are paying
for ad space. Our new improved newsletter will help
us grow so that we can provide more services to
more people in need and so NWC can continue to
be a good neighbor to the people of Sun Lakes and
south Chandler.
If you would like to experience the deep personal
satisfaction that comes from volunteering to assist your
neighbors or if you know of someone who needs our help,
contact us at 480-895-7133.
The Care Connection is the official newsletter of Neighbors Who Care, Inc.
This newsletter is delivered to all volunteers, clients, donors, and associates of Neighbors Who Care, inc. on a quarterly
basis. You have received this publication because we believe that you take pride in your community and service to
improve the quality of life for others, one neighbor at s time. This newsletter provides you with wellness information
and advertising that enhances your awareness of other services in our community. We are always interested in your
comments or suggestions.
While efforts to ensure accuracy are exercised, the publisher assumes no liability for the information contained in
either editorial or advertising content. Neighbors Who Care does not endorse any commercial products or information
that may be advertised in the newsletter.
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From the Board…
Thanks to everyone who came to our
Welcome Back Party on October 26th!
Our volunteers and the way they touch the lives of seniors every single day
constantly inspire everyone on the Board of Directors of Neighbors Who Care.
This celebration is our way of thanking them, as well as a great opportunity to
connect with the community and explore new ways of supporting each other
and working together to help our seniors.

Richard Eslick
Chair

Jim Brown
Treasurer

Christine Raney
Vice Chair

Colette McNally
Secretary

Jonathan Askew

Wes Davis

Mahnaz Pourian

Ron Chase

Gary Hutchinson

Mel Moss

All had a wonderful time and we so appreciate the hard work of everyone
who helped make it happen. We hope to make next year’s Welcome Back even
more spectacular – if you have any suggestions for activities, please let us know!
Highest regards,
Mahnaz Pourian
Thank you to our all-volunteer Board of Directors. Each one came early to
help set up tables and signs, staff tables, and more. Everyone found something
to do. This was the best-organized group of volunteers ever. I can’t thank you
all enough for the help and support you have given to make the Welcome Back
Party so successful. In addition, a great big “NWC Thank You” to Dick Eslick for
demonstrating his unflappable sportsmanship in the Dunk Tank. The team player
he is, subjected him to being dunked, sometimes with an illegal push on the dunk
button by staff that otherwise would never have been able to hit the spot.
Neighbors Who Care! The most fun place in town!
Thank you, Carol Bowers, Volunteer Services Coordinator

Staff

Carol Bowers
Vol. Serv.

Bonnie Kosar
Case Worker

Eric Ehst
Exec. Dir.

Joan Byrnes
Dinner Del.

Happy Holidays

from Neighbors Who Care Board and Staff
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Free Medicare Classes
“Medicare Basics”
Join Us To Learn About
Medicare • Social Security
AHCCCS • Medicare Fraud
How It Can Affect Your Benefits
Each Month Will Be A Different Topic
Classes will be held weekly beginning
the 2nd Wednesday each month
From 9:00 Am – 12 Noon
There will be a brief presentation
Followed by questions and answers and
One on One consultation sessions
Beginning at 9:30 AM – by appointment

Call 480-895-7133
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DINNER DELIVERY
Need for Free Meals Rises
Since May of 2012 Neighbors Who Care has been providing
free meals on an as-needed basis to Dinner Delivery clients
who sometimes cannot afford even the discounted cost
($4 - $7) of the meals we deliver. We sincerely believe that
everyone should have hot nutritious meals every day and no
one should have to choose between having adequate food
and paying for their medications. The cost of the meals has
been covered by generous donations from the Sun Lakes
Breakfast Lions Club and some other organizations and
individuals.
For the first year of the program demand for the free meals
was fairly steady with six or seven clients each needing a
meal or two to make it through the month. Recently, due to
the poor economy and the increasing number of clients, the
need for free meals has risen dramatically, almost doubling
in September and October. The current donations will not be
enough to meet this need over the long term. If you would
like to help out, please send a little extra money to NWC.

VOLUNTEER NEWS
Volunteer Orientation
New Volunteer Orientation has been held the fourth
Thursday each month for a very long time. As a sign of
new things to come, we are moving the orientation to the
third Thursday of each month, beginning in November.
Every year we have to move the orientation back a week
because of Thanksgiving or Christmas. We think this will
be best for all of us. Remember to tell your friends who are
thinking about volunteering to save the third Thursday for
their orientation.
Retraining for Office Volunteers will be the first and third
Wednesday each month, 1:00 PM. Please call the office to
add your name to the schedule.
Finger Printing make up will be the third Friday, 8:30 10:00 am. Appointments necessary. Call the NWC office.
NWC Shirts are available for volunteers and Friends of
Neighbors Who Care at the NWC office.
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Thank you to the
volunteers who
helped set up and
host the Welcome
Back Party: hosted
by
Neighbors
Who Care and the
Interfaith Council. The
service providers also came
early to help and enjoyed meeting the NWC
volunteers. There were muffins provided by Irene
Johnson and coffee at 8:00 am in the volunteer
room for everyone. The signs and balloons were
set out around the community, tables were set
up, the venue took on a festive look, sun shades
popped up, the weather was great, and the sounds
of laughter and happy voices filled the air by 11:00
pm. Thank you everyone who helped to make
the FIRST Annual Community Welcome Back
Party a great success. Save the date, Saturday,
October 25, 2014, for next year.

AARP Driver
Safety Program
Neighbors Who Care
offers the AARP Driver
Safety Program each
2nd Thursday of the
month at 12:30 in our
Volunteer Room. The
course is recommended
for each of our Volunteers
who drive our clients and
required for our volunteer
Van Drivers.

WINNERS

Winners of the August
and September Drivers
Raffle are:

August 2013
100-221 miles
Jerry Rex

221 miles

Jim Wood

183 miles

Stu Frost

141 miles

Susan Lamb

106 miles

Bonnie Duncan

103 miles

50-99 miles
Rodny Imhoff

81miles

Liz Hall

81miles

Jan Mullet

71 miles

Dennis Mulcahy
Sylvia Buehler

New photo
to come from
Carol

65.30 miles
65 miles

Mary Yasuda

61.81miles

Carol Virkler

69 miles

Roger Arrand

59 miles

Terry Bolduc

58 miles

Arnie Smith

57 miles

September 2013
100-1276 Miles
Jim Brown

1276 miles

Irene Johnson

254 miles

Evie Sherman

167 miles

Kathie Niemeyer

156 miles

Art Baessler

146 miles

50-99 Miles
Michelle Klawiter

99 miles

John Rader

89 miles

Jamie Williams

88 miles

Patty McElenney

78.5 miles

Graham Ratcliffe

73 miles

Connie Kindsvater

63 miles

Twila Bogle

59 miles

Arnold Arellano

58 miles

Dave Franklin

52 miles

Elaine Kraemer

51 miles
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What does well-being look like?
It’s the perfect blend of comfort, convenience and
a personalized approach to care. From endless social
opportunities, fine dining and a full service,
maintenance–free lifestyle to supportive assisted living
and memory care services, you’ll find the lifestyle options
at The Village at Ocotillo and Hawthorn Court to be
the perfect fit for you or your loved one’s individual
needs. Come see how rewarding and reassuring our
specially designed approach to senior living can be.

INDEPENDENT & ASSISTED LIVING RESIDENCES

990 West Ocotillo Rd, Chandler

(480) 269-1919

AN AWARD-WINNING MEMORY CARE COMMUNITY

13822 So. 46th Place at Ray Road, Phoenix

(480) 559-8144
Certified by the Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities

SRGseniorliving.com
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HOW TO BE A SPONSOR
for the Neighbors Who Care
Volunteer Recognition Brunch
Each year Volunteers are recognized for the
services they provide throughout the years. March
15 will be the celebration for 2014.
This year’s event will be held at the Oakwood
County Club Ball Room.
We will provide brunch and a lovely time together
reminiscing about the years past and looking at a
bright vision for the future. A Sponsor is an Individual,
Group of friends, or Business making a donation of
$250, $500, $1000 or more. Each Sponsor will get a
certificate of appreciation and those who contribute
over $500 will get special recognition. Without the
sponsorship of our supporters, this type of event
cannot happen. Our 2014 theme is The Year of the
Volunteer, Growing Together. Plan ahead, we will be
happy to add your name to the generous sponsors
who make honoring our volunteers possible.

Volunteer Spotlight
Rita Brown
The spotlight this issue falls
on Rita Brown. She came
to Neighbors Who Care
shortly after retirement
from the Phoenix Police
Department where she
worked as a secretary. A
NWC volunteer since April
2012, Rita serves our clients
in areas of Transportation,
Shopping and Errands,
and in the NWC office as
a
receptionist/scheduler.
She is a catalyst for filling
in when staffing gets low.
She is a pro when tackling
difficult tasks, when reports
are waiting to be finished,
and when staffing a table
at an open house. Rita is
knowledgeable of NWC, the
needs that are important to
address, and she has a no
nonsense approach to the
needs of the NWC clients.
She has a great sense of
humor that defuses even the
most complicated issue and
a straightforward approach

when
things
become
stressed or overwhelming.
Rita never misses an
opportunity to make people
laugh or introduce them to
the lighter, brighter side of
things.
A self-professed
shopper, she is light, trendy,
and definitely a woman
with energy and purpose.
Thank you Rita for your
bounding enthusiasm and
the love and compassion
you bring to the people at
NWC and those we serve in
our community. You give
100% plus.

- Notice -

Help us up-date our database.
Please send your email address to
info@neighborswhocare.com
Sun Lakes Disposal is generously
.65 Sign-Up for
donating revenue generated from
$
Monthly
its curbside recycling collection to
Disposal Service
Neighbors Who Care. If you are a client
And Receive
of Sun Lakes Disposal, your recycling
* RECYCLING
efforts are hard at work! Neighbors
SERVICE!
Who Care is proud to have Sun Lakes
Disposal as a partner in our effort to
Sun Lakes Disposal
make Sun Lakes a better place to live.
Residential Garbage Service
CALL TODAY
If you are looking for a residential
*One time $25 container
set-up fee
garbage service provider, please
480.895.2965
(Includes container
delivery)
consider Sun Lakes Disposal.
arizonasanitation.com
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Client Spotlight
Monica
Monica is a Friend of
Neighbors Who Care; this
months spotlight falls to
one who has used the
services of NWC for some
time. She is a sweet, caring,
and charitable woman who
never misses a chance
to say “Thank You” or
become a bright spot in a
volunteer’s heart. Monica
comes to Springfield, from
Lynn, MA, to help her
son and his family. She
raised her children with
her husband first in New
York then Massachusetts
where she worked as a
recovery and ICU nurse
for Salem Hospital for 30
years. Now that her son’s
little family is growing up,

she enjoys shopping with
her neighbors and the fine
folks at NWC. She regularly
gives back by providing
coffee or bottled water for
the NWC office. Thank you
for all your generous gifts
to keep our services vital
in our community. You are
truly an over the top friend
of Neighbors Who Care.

Insomnia: The Caregiver's Role
A growing number of seniors
today face the difficulty of sleep
disorders, commonly referred to
as insomnia. Up to 30% of the
elderly experience infrequent
sleep patterns, apnea (the
stoppage of breath), and waking
up too early. Insomnia results
in depression, constant fatigue,
and even a decline in health
in some people. The causes of
sleep disorder are many and
varied, including chronic pain
and previous illness, high doses

of medication, lifestyle changes,
and anxiety and depression. All
can play a part in triggering sleep
loss and unless changed can
damage your loved ones sleep
cycle permanently. Caregivers
usually must face a change in
their own life when dealing with
insomnia, and while it can be
controlled, it often takes time.
If your loved one has already
begun sleeping less and waking
up at odd hours, you may need to

— Insomnia cont. on page 12
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Birdies for Charity Raises Money
for NWC

NWC is once again partnering with Birdies for Charity
to raise money for our programs. In 2013 NWC received
over $10,000 through this partnership. The money is
raised by donors pledging to give an amount based on
the number of birdies made at the 2014 Phoenix Open
Tournament in January (each penny per birdie pledged
is approximately a $15 donation). Donors can also
pledge a set dollar amount if they like. The neat part is
that Thunderbirds Charities gives NWC a 10% bonus on
the money raised ($1.10 for every $1.00 you pledge).
To make a pledge go to www.BirdiesForCharityAZ.
com and select Neighbors Who Care (183) or contact
the NWC office for a paper pledge form.
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How to Help Patients with
Chronic Conditions Avoid
Multiple Hospital Visits
Older adults
Older
adults
suffering
from one or more chronic
conditions are no strangers to
doctors’ offices and hospitals.
You and your colleagues
have likely seen many cases
where frustrating limitations
have turned into debilitating
complications
requiring
hospitalization.
While not all hospitalizations
due to chronic conditions in
older patients are avoidable,
a number of interventions
such as patient and family
education,
proactive
warning sign monitoring
and additional care support
can go a long way to help
patients better manage their
chronic conditions and avoid
costly hospital visits and
readmissions.
Here are a number of tips
and resources to reduce
hospitalization risk for three
of the most common chronic
conditions affecting seniors:
arthritis, congestive heart
failure and diabetes.
Arthritis
Osteoarthritis
and
rheumatoid arthritis, the
two most common forms
of arthritis in older adults,
account for a large number
of hospitalizations each year,
according to the Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention.
In addition to prescribed
medications to help treat the
symptoms of arthritis, your
patients should know about
the lifestyle modifications
recommended
by
the
Arthritis Foundation® to help
manage their symptoms
and avoid complications that

may require more advanced
care.
Arthritis video series hosted
by the Arthritis Foundation
Living at Home with Arthritis
– Family Caregiver Recorded
Webinar
Additional arthritis resources
Someone living with arthritis
may also benefit from
additional in-home care
support to help effectively
manage their symptoms and
complete their tasks of daily
living. Patients and their
families may find these lists
helpful helpful.
US in-home care services
(PDF 333 KB)
Canada
in-home
care
services (PDF 273 KB)
Congestive Heart Failure
In adults over 60, congestive
heart failure is the leading
cause of hospitalization and
death, according to Johns
Hopkins Medicine (JHM).
While congestive heart
failure is a serious health
risk, it’s possible for patients
to manage many symptoms
effectively if they adhere
to prescribed regimens,
and can recognize warning
— Patients cont. on page 15
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2014 The Year of the Volunteer
Growing Together
The 2014 Volunteer Recognition Brunch, is March 15,
2014, 10:00AM.in the Oakwood Ballroom. Look for
your invitation in late January this year. Reservations
are necessary. Seating is limited to 300. Please make
your reservations early.
Save your Invitation, as it
will be your ticket.
There is no
cost for NWC
volunteers
and their
guest.
Call the
NWC office,
480-895-7133
to make your reservation.

Small Donations Go a Long Way
Please Help
Eric Ehst, Executive Director
At Neighbors Who Care we do a lot with a little bit of money.
Our entire budget is under $250,000 a year. That goes to
pay for our office, phones, computers, utilities, supplies, van,
meals for low-income clients, and our small staff. NWC is a
tremendous bargain for the community. When you factor in
the value of our volunteers’ donated time and car mileage,
we provide $3 in services to the neighborhood for every $1
we receive in donations. And the need for our services is
increasing. This year we’ve delivered more meals, driven
more clients to the doctor, and helped more people than ever
before.
About 80% of our revenues come from the local community,
mostly in donations from individuals. We couldn’t do our work
without you, our donors. For some reason donations have
been down this year. Maybe it’s the still stagnant economy;
maybe we’ve been doing so well people don’t think we need
money; maybe we just haven’t done a good enough job of
asking. Whatever the reason, I’m asking now. If you think that
NWC is a valuable asset to the community and you have a little
to spare, please triple the impact of your money by making a
year-end, tax-deductible donation to NWC.

Insomnia_________________________
- continued from page 9
seek assistance from health care
professionals who can assist you
in the best treatment. Consider
the following:
Check their medication to see if
the side effects include difficulty
falling asleep. You can discuss
this with their doctor. Often it can
be as simple as discontinuing one
medication for another that does
not have the same effect.
Restrict eating and drinking
before they go to bed, so they
do not wake up needlessly
throughout the night to use the
bathroom.
Make sure they get up around
the same time every day so they
can set a pattern to follow.
Make sure they do not drink
colas or coffees that have caffeine
and can keep them up at night.
Try to limit smoking to a
minimum, as the effects can
hamper breathing at nighttime
in bed.
Take them for walks and

regular exercise outings.
Instead of watching television,
if they are able, you may advise
them to read a book or newspaper
to relax their mind.
Make sure their phone is off
and their room is as dark to
provide no distraction to sleep.
Remain calm and supportive
if they struggle with getting up
at night, and try to keep them
composed.
Reduce stress levels as much
as possible before they go to bed
so they can have a clear mind
and little to no anxiety.
Be willing to work with them
and encourage them to try other
methods to correct their sleeping
problems.
Resist the temptation to use
over the counter sleeping aids
that are intended only for shortterm sleeping problems and if
used for any length of time, the
body will build a resistance to
them, causing further problems.
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Bradshaw Tennis – Winning Friends of
Neighbors Who Care

A reverse mortgage is a loan that converts the equity
in your home into cash. If you’re 62 years old or older,
consider this financial tool to:
• Boost monthly
income
• Payoff a traditional
mortgage or home
equity loan
• Get rid of credit
card debt and car
payments for good
• Provide tax-free cash*

Eric Ehst, Exec. Dir and Betty Dunn who made the quilt
that was raffled at the Bradshaw Tennis Tournament.

Thank you to all those who participated in the Bradshaw
Tennis Tournament at Cottonwood Courts. Especially to
the many NWC Volunteers who are regular participants and
fund raisers for this event that benefits NWC each year. We
do not have the final figures in at this time. However, we
understand that it was a great success. A beautiful Wall
Hanging with a Tennis theme was raffled off. The winner
was Janice Kilbreath. Thank you so much to all who are so
generous while having a great match for NWC.

TERI TINNEY

Reverse Mortgage Consultant

480-254-6651

ttinney@urbanfinancialgroup.com
NMLS# 589393

NMLS#2285 (www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org); Urban Financial Group Corporate office: 8809
South Yale Avenue, OK 74137; Arizona Mortgage Bankers License #0921300, Mortgage Bankers
Branch License #0117862 - 625 W. Southern Ave., Suite E171, Mesa AZ 85210. Not all products
and options are available in all states. Terms subject to change without notice. Copyright 2013
Urban Financial Group, Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Thank you to those who made our
First Annual Community Welcome Back Party
AAA
AARP
Abundant Health Chiropractic
Ace Hardware
Active Rx
Affordable Windows and Home
Restoration
All Rice Products
Alzheimer’s Association
ArchStone Senior Care
Arizona Maids
Aunt Barb’s Home Health
Aurora Behavior Health
Bank of America
Basha’s Food Store
Bronson Construction
Brookdale Horizon Bay
Care in Choosing
Care Patrol
Chandler Chamber of Commerce
Chandler Heath Center
Chase Bank
City of Chandler
ComFor Care
Copper Creek Inn
Desert Hearing
Dollar Tree Stores
East Valley Fiduciary
Desert Cancer Foundation of AZ

East Valley Hospice
Randy Griffis, Edward Jones
Christine Raney, Edward Jones
David Roche, Edward Jones
El Sole Travel
First Credit Union
First Light Home Care
Gemini Hospice
Gladys Chernic
Good Sound Audiology
Hawthorn Courts Senior Living
Heritage Home Healthcare
Home Depot
Home Helpers & Direct Link
Home Instead Senior Care
Hospice of the Southwest
Hospice of the Valley
Ideal Physical Therapy
Interfaith Council of Greater Sun Lakes
Legacy Funeral Home
Lori Blum, CPA, PA
Lowe’s
McDonald’s
Neighbors Who Care Volunteers
New Horizons Senior Moving
Sears Auto Center
Orbitel
Sirvent Law
Secure Retirement Services

Shoppers Ranch & Home Supply
CAP
Sun Lakes Fire District
Solterra
Southwest Jewelry and Coin
Spartan Promotional Group
Mobile Massage
Purple Passion Home Care
Renaissance
Right At Home
Retirement Insurance Specialists
San Tan Chiropractic
Moving You Simply
Pepsi
Prime Times Magazines
Safeway Food Store
Sante’ of Chandler
State Farm Agent, Debbie Wiltse
Sun Lakes Chordaire, Ambassadors
Sun Lakes Disposal
Sun Lakes Women’s Association
Sun Lakes Rotary
Sunrise Health Care
Urban Financial Group
Villages at Ocotillo Senior Living
Walgreen’s
Visiting Angels Living Assistance
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Joint Monthly Community Workshops
Those in our community who have attended the Community Workshop sponsored by Christine Lobdell-Raney, of the
Edward-Jones financial office in Sun Lakes, have found this
series of workshops to be most helpful. Neighbors Who Care
has collaborated with them for more than a year to present
informative workshops. These educational workshops are
being held at SL-UMC, with the cooperation of the United
Methodist Church, Community Faith Nurse and programs
offered there, to expand the opportunities you may have to
keep informed. The workshops, that began in October 2013,
will continue through April 2014. Call NWC for information,
480-895-7133.
Jan. 14th Technology-Keeping up with things...
9:00 AM How to use that new IPHONE, IPAD, or DROID
you received as a gift?

Patients__________________________
- continued from page 11
signs that require medical
attention, according to JMH.
For symptom information
sheets and other helpful
resources
related
to
congestive heart failure
to share with your senior
patients and their families,
visit:
In the US www.heart.org
In
Canada
heartandstroke.com

www.

If your senior patient is
transitioning home after a
hospital stay due to heart
failure, download these
lists for your patients and
families to help them avoid
a return trip to the hospital.
US in-home care services
(PDF 550 KB)
Canada
in-home
care
services (PDF 352 KB)
Diabetes
Having diabetes increases
older adult’s risk of many
serious health problems that
often lead to hospitalizations,
including nerve damage,
poor circulation, foot ulcers,
high blood pressure, and

kidney failure, according
to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
However, with treatment,
certain recommended for
lifestyle changes, and access
to support resources, your
elderly patients with diabetes
may be able to properly
manage their condition to
prevent or delay the onset of
complications.
Managing Diabetes in Older
Adults – video series
In-home care resources for
seniors with diabetes US version (PDF 486 KB)
Canada version (PDF 360
KB)
Additional diabetes resources
Learn
more
about
these common seniors
conditions and others that
contribute to a senior’s
risk of hospitalization and
readmission.
For more information about
reducing seniors’ risk of
hospital readmissions, visit
www.returninghomecare.
com.

Feb. 11th The Aging Eye
9:00 AM Presented by Swagel Wooten Hiatt Eye Center
Mar. 11
9:00 AM

Planning Ahead
Answer question about ADVANCE DIRECTIVES
and why we need them to be included in our
estate considerations

Apr. 8th
9:00 AM

Planning Ahead, End of Life Decisions

Chandler Symphony
Holiday Event benefiting
Neighbors Who Care
December 8, 2013
3:00 & 6:00 p.m.
Deck the Holidays
with CSO
Enjoy the season's best
loved music with CSO
Tickets: 480-895-8766
Sun Lakes United
Methodist Church
9248 E. Riggs Rd.
Sun Lakes, AZ

Neighbors Who Care, Inc.
10450 E. Riggs Rd., #113
Sun Lakes, AZ 85248

